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Patriotic citizens everywhere recognize the desirability of 
reducing public expenditures in order to reduce the burden of 
taxation. That these reductions should be made intelligently 
is axiomatic. This calls for an examination of facts-facts 
that show what benefits the state and the people of the state 
get in return for specific expenditures. 
This circular has been prepared to set forth, as briefly as 
practicable, for those who may be unfamiliar with them, 
some of the purposes and benefits of the work of the Agricul­
tural Experiment Station. 
The public has too generally assumed that the purpose of 
the Agricultural Experiment Station is to increase production. 
This may be because in crises like the World War agricultural 
experiment stations were prepared with facts that made it 
possible to increase production quickly. Since that crisis 
passed, these same experiment stations have been engaged in 
finding facts on the basis of which farmers might adjust 
themselves to difficult changed and changing conditions. 
It is believed that the facts presented in this circular are 
convincing proof that the Agricultural Experiment Station, 
University of Illinois, is an asset of the state that is growing 
more valuable each year, an investment that is safe, an insur­
ance against national crises, and a protector of posterity. 
If there ever was a time when agricultural research was 
needed it is now. It should be recognized therefore that the 
disproportionate reduction of funds for such work is not a 
wise but a wasteful public policy. 
//h. 
Urbana, Illinois May, 1933 
Purposes and Benefits of the Work of 
the Agricultural Experiment Station 
TO CONSERVE land resources as a continuing source ofJl ~ealth, reduce production and marketing costs, improve the 
quality of farm products, adjust production to demand, and ex­
pand the market outlet for farm products are the significant objec­
tives of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the College of Agri­
culture, University of Illinois, and others like it. When agricultural 
research is appraised on this basis, it is obvious that there was never 
a greater need for it than there is now. 
Nor is the farmer the only one who has benefited or will benefit 
from this research. Some idea of the capital investment represented 
by the state's agricultural industry and the influence which a fair re­
turn on that i!lvestment would have upon general prosperity can be 
gained .from the fact that Illinois farm lands and buildings were valued 
at $3,336,049,028 in the last Census and farm implements and ma­
chinery at another $160,412,877. The livestock on these farms was 
estimated as worth more than 290 million dollars and this livestock 
was producing livestock and livestock products valued at that time 
at $370,598,000. Field and orchard crops, vegetables, and farm gardens 
were valued at $387,220,212, forest products at $4,557,100, and nursery 
and greenhouse products at $10,604,116. 
Industry and Manufacturing Dependent Upon A~riculture 
Furthermore the agricultural industry of Illinois is a dominant 
force in the industrial and manufacturing development of the state. 
In the last Census the industrial and manufacturing establishments 
numbered 15,327 and their employees 687,917. The earnings of the 
employees totaled $1,038,832,796 and the products were valued at 
$6,232,438,498. How prominently agriculture enters into these figures 
can be judged from the fact that chief in value of output was 
slaughtering and meat packing, which together numbered 81 estab­
lishments with 29,609 employees who earned $41,246,967 and with an 
output val~ed at $663,054,316. Agricultural implement factories are 
another important part of the state's manufacturing industry. The 
influence of agriculture extends even to water and rail transportation, 
in which Illinois is foremost. 
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The urgency of the need for adequate agricultural research is 
further evidenced by the fact that during the past three years the 
total gross income of Illinois farmers from crops and livestock has been 
more than 614 million dollars less . than it would have been had their 
incomes continued at the 1924-1928 average. The restoration of farm 
incomes to a reasonable level is not all a problem of increased prices, 
important as higher prices may be for the farmer and his family­
it is in part a problem to be solved by continued and expanded research 
along the lines already set forth. 
Agricultural Research Serves City and Farm 
Nor are th~ problems of the farmer his burden alone. When the 
gross income of agriculture in a state like Illinois drops off by more 
than 614 million dollars in the short space of three ye~rs, it means 
just that much less cash flowing thru the .channels of trade to supply 
employment and wages for the man in the city. Furthermore 'the city 
dweller can eat only after the farmer has produced the food, but the 
farmer cannot be expected to go on producing food and raiment unless 
his business is profitable enough to insure ~ himself and his· fainily a 
living on _a standard comparable to tha~ 9f the· family in to~n. 
Public Officials See Need ol More Research 
Reasons for state support of agricultural research a~d jnvestigation 
were well summarized during the recent political campaign by the suc­
cessful candidate for the office of governor of an imp~r.tant state. 
"There are three reasons," he said, "why the state should support 
agricultural research. First, it is a business made up of many small 
individual units, which in themselves cannot support research as ' can a 
great corporation. Second, it is a basic industry, whose efficiency is 
of concern to every one. Third, repeated experience has shown that 
the benefits of greater efficiency resulting from research ,work are 
partially returned to farmers and partly passed on to the consumer." 
The real purpose and objective of agricultural experiment stations · 
is nowhere better stated than in one of the federal acts itself, the 
Purnell act: 
"The funds appropriated pursuant to this act shall b~ applied only to 
paying ·the necessary ·expenses of conducting investigations ·or making experi­
ments bearing directly on the production, manufacture, preparationj qse, distri­
bution, and marketing of agricultural products and inch.tding such scientific 
researches as have for their purpose the establishment and. maintenance of a 
permanent and efficient agricultural industry, and such economic: and sociologi­
cal investigations as have for their purpose the development and improvement 
of the rural home and rural life." 
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Past Progress Brought About Thru Research 
Much of the progress that has been achieved in agriculture during 
the pas·t half-century is directly or indirectly attributable to the work 
of the colleges of agriculture and agricultural experiment stations 
thruout the United States, and these institutions are looked to with 
more confidence than any other agency, not only by the intelligent, 
thinking farmers but also by business and industrial leaders, for solu­
tions to farm problems. · 
Some benefits accruing to farmers and the general public as a re­
sult of research work by the Agricultural Experiment Station of the 
College of Agriculture, University of Illinois, are here reviewed with 
a few examples under the following five heads: 
1. Conservation of the land resources of Illinois as a continuing source of 
wealth to the state. 
2. Reducing production and marketing costs. 
3. Improving the quality of products. 
4. Adjusting production to demand. 
5. Expanding the marketing outlet for farm products. 
Broad as this program is, it would not be complete without con­
sideration of the home, where the full force of science and research 
must be exercised if there is to be a happy, contented citizenry en­
joying adequate 1 i vi n g standards. The Agricultural Experiment 
Station has given increasing attention to problems of this nature. 
CONSERVATION OF THE LAND RESOURCES OF ILLINOIS 
AS A CONTINUING SOURCE OF WEALTH TO THE STATE 
So far as the future of Illinois is concerned, there is no more valu­
able and enduring asset than the 30Yz million acres in its farms, which 
comprize 85.6 percent of its land. This natively fertile soil is .perhaps 
the one major natural resource of the state which may be continued 
unimpaired for future generations by the application of knowledge 
which has .been and can ·be worked out thru investigation and research. 
At one time it was thought that the great fertility of Illinois soils 
was inexhaustible regardless of how the land was cropped or treated. 
Research work by the Experiment Station has shown that the fertility 
of these soils, far from being inexhaustible, is rapidly being destroyed 
by unbalanced cropping systems and erosion. This research work has 
shown further that the fertility of these soils can be maintained or in­
crea·sed only by practicing scientific methods of crop rotation and soil 
tre~tment, as well as by erosion control where it is needed. 
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The most striking evidence of these principles has been obtained on 
the Morrow plots, America's oldest soil experimental plots, located on 
the University grounds at Urbana. Three different cropping systems 
have been practiced uninterruptedly for 57 years, and three soil treat­
ment systems have been practiced for 29 years. 
Continuous corn culture, representing the old belief that the fertility 
of Illinois soils is inexhaustible, has so undermined the land that the 
yield of corn has dropped to less than 20 bushels an acre. In contrast, 
a system of crop rotation combined with simple soil treatment, has 
maintained and built up the fertility of the soil to the point where it 
is yielding approximately 70 bushels of corn an acre. 
The soil on the different plots was all equal when the experiment 
started 57 years ago. Today, on the basis of profitable crop production, 
the land on the plot where a crop rotation of corn, oats, and clover has 
been combined with simple soil treatment is worth 4Vz times as much 
as the land where corn has been grown continuously without treatment. 
It is worth twice as much as the land where continuous corn has been 
grown with simple soil treatment. It is worth 2;/:3 times as much as 
the land where an inferior rotation of corn and oats has been practiced 
without soil treatment. It is worth 1Ys times as much as the land 
where the corn and oats rotation has been combined with simple soil 
treatment. It is worth 1;/:3 times as much as the land where a rotation 
of corn, oats, and clover has been practiced without soil treatment. 
Research Prevents Ruinous "Mining" of Valuable Soil 
Mining out the fertility of Illinois soils to the point where corn 
would yield no ·more than 20 bushels an acre would be ruinous for 
agriculture and commerce. Yet without the Morrow plots and other 
soil research of the Experiment Station this impoverishment of the 
fertile soils of the state would have been obscured from the eyes of 
many, not only because of its imperceptible advance-seasons of plenty 
being interspersed with the lean years-but also because of the in­
herited belie£ that naturally rich soils are inexhaustible, a belief which 
many times is not easily relinquished. 
Even the best system of crop rotation and soil treatment on the 
Morrow plots is not the ideal one for all soils under all circumstances. 
Other research work of the Experiment Station has determined suit­
able rotations and sound treatment for the•soils in all the various parts 
of the state. As conditions change and new crops and new complica­
tions are introduced, new attacks on the problem can be depended up.on 
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to develop new rotations and new soil-treatment systems to fit the 
needs. 
Research in Soil Survey Speeds Up Reforestation 
The soil survey, one example of the many different kinds of re­
search work being conducted by the Experiment Station, is furnishing 
the basic information on which principles and practices for the con­
servation of the 36 million acres of Illinois soils are being constantly 
developed. The object of the survey is to map the soils of every 
county, and thus to have a sound basis for field and laboratory studies 
that will furnish complete and practical information regarding the 
use and management of ·every soil in the state. 
Soil reports are now available for 53 of the 102 counties of the 
state, and to this extent the work of the survey is well along. De­
velopment of a sound program for the marginal and submarginal 
lands of the state and for reforestation work awaits the completion 
of the survey. 
Illinois already has plans well under way for two national forest 
units involving 599,232 acres in southern Illinois. These plans would 
not be so far along were it not for a long-established project like the 
soil survey. Facts collected in the survey were used for blocking out 
these two units, and when the preliminary report was sent to federal 
forestry officials they proclaimed it the most complete one they had 
ever seen. If these national forest units materialize, they will be in­
cluded in President Roosevelt's national reforestation program, they 
will employ hundreds of men in southern Illinois, they will take thou­
sands of acres of marginal and submarginal land out of production, 
they will relieve the counties and the state of maintaining roads and 
schools in the area, and the money that the counties will receive from 
the forests will mean far more than what they would ever have realized 
from taxes. 
REDUCING PRODUCTION AND MARKETING COSTS . 
Profits and losses of farmers are deter-mined not alone by the 
prices they receive for their products but by the difference between the 
prices they receive and the cost of production and marketing. The 
total cash income of Illinois farmers declined $115,396,000 between 
1929 and 1930 largely as a result of falling prices. In the face of 
such a decline in gross income the great problem for individual farm­
ers has been how to reduce costs. 
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Research Guides Farmers in Reducing Their Costs 
As a matter of fact farmers of the state are reducing their pro­
duction and marketing costs as a result of research work conducted 
by the Agricultural Experiment Station. Studies begun 20 years ago 
have led to a better appreciation of the relative importance of the 
various items of labor, power, feed, machinery, taxes, etc., that enter 
into the total cost of farm production. Thousands of farmers are 
studying the organization and operation of their farms and are adopt­
ing practices to lower their production costs. 
The value of cost studies conducted by the Experiment Station is 
illustrated by facts and figures gathered from a group of hog producers 
in the state. The one-third of the farmers who produced their pork 
at the lowest cost produced it for 40 percent less than the one-third of 
the farmers with the highest costs. On the low-cost farms the breeding 
herds were maintain~d for one-half the cost at which they were main­
tained on the high-cost farms. The low-cost farms kept 62 percent 
gilts compared with 42 percent kept by the high-cost group. The low­
cost group weaned 8 pigs to a litter, compared with 7.2 pigs in the 
high-cost group. The low-cost farms saved 8 percent more suckling 
pigs, and these pigs made better daily gains by 20 percent after wean­
ing than did the pigs on the high-cost farms. On the low-cost farms 
more than 200 poqnds of feed was saved as an average in the produc­
tion of 100 pounds of marketable pork. 
Similar studies have been made of a number of livestock and crop 
enterprises, including the cost of developing orchards. Other studies 
have been helpful in determining the relative cost of different ways of 
doing various farm operations. A study of the costs of operating me­
chanical corn huskers, made in 1931, indicated that mechanical husking, 
particularly where two-row machines were used, was the most econom­
ical method of husking corn on many farms. However, when this 
study is completed it will enable farmers to compare, for their own 
farms, the relative advantages of hand and mechanical husking for 
other years when prices of gas, oil, machines, and labor are different 
from what they were in 1931. 
Factors Found That Halve Tractor Costs 
In a study involving the cost of operating general-purpose tractors 
in 1931 the hour-cost varied from 42 cents to 96 cents. Analysis of the 
data showed the major causes for these variations. On a group of 
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tractors working less than 250 hours a year the hour-cost was 66 cents ; 
where the tractors were used more than 650 hours a year, the hour-cost 
was 49 cents. The number of hours of tractor use was especially low 
on small farms and on farms where too few horses were displaced by 
the tractor. On a group of farms where 6 horses a farm were dis­
placed, the labor, power, and machinery costs were $1.35 an acre less 
than on another group of farms where only 2.3 horses were displaced 
on the average. On a farm of 200 crop acres the above differences in 
the three items mentioned would make a total difference of $270 in 
operating costs. 
Methods of reducing the cost of filling silos, harvesting small grain 
and seed crops, and operating farm trucks have been similarly studied. 
Soils Research Basic in Cutting Farm Costs 
It is futile to recommend soil-improvement practices that do not 
assure the farmer that his costs of production will be lowered. Even 
if lower production costs are certain, he may be reluctant to follow 
recommendations involving a cash outlay. It is here that continuing 
investigations, typified by the Morrow plots elsewhere referred to, be­
come so significant. Research work with soils always has been, and 
will continue to be, basic in helping farmers reduce their production 
costs. 
At the present time, for instance, farmers of the state are relieved 
annually of an estimated $8,500,000 of production costs as a result of 
research work which 30 years ago established the cause for the general 
failure of alfalfa in Illinois. The cause of failure was found to be the 
absence of suitable nodule bacteria in the soil. Since the introduction 
of the proper organisms into the soil, the alfalfa acreage has gradually 
increased until 240,000 acres were grown in 1931. Eight hundred fifty­
six thousand acres of sweet clover grown in 1931 were dependent upon 
the same kind of bacteria. A conservative estimate indicates that 85 
million pounds of nitrogen are fixed annually out of the air by the 
bacteria on these two crops, and nitrogen is one of the readily-depleted 
fertilizing elements and the most expensive one that Illinois farmers 
have to buy. From the 85 million pounds of nitrogen fixed annually 
out of the free air, farmers are reaping benefits in the form of reduced 
production costs and higher quality products. If they had to pay 
market prices for this nitrogen, it would cost them $8,500,000 annually, 
even at present low prices. 
The successful introduction of these legume crops-which have 
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helped reduce production costs and have taken thousands of acres of 
land out of surplus grain production-would have been impossible, or 
at least would have been retarded, had it not been for the far-reaching 
results of research work done by the Experiment Station. By the same 
token the further reduction of production costs and the introduction 
and success of other new crops will proceed only so far as experimental 
work paves the way. 
Inestimable benefits in the way of reduced costs of production and 
marketing have come to farmers and the general public as a result both 
of the soil survey and of studies of the deficiencies of Illinois soils in 
limestone, phosphorus, and potash; of investigations leading to the 
development of simple and practical soil tests for limestone, phos­
phorus, and potash; of studies in the field of plant nutrition which 
have shown that certain strains of c~rn are especially responsive to 
phosphorus fertilization while others are not, and indicating further 
that the same principle doubtless holds true with respect to other plant­
food elements; of studies on the relation of legumes to soil manage­
ment, on the best methods of handling sweet clover for soil improve­
ment, and on soil erosion control. 
Study of Mineral Feeds Saves Farmers Millions 
Cash income of Illinois farmers from livestock and livestock prod­
ucts averaged almost 300 million dollars annually for the two years 
1929 and 1930, and research work by the Experiment Station has 
widened the margin of net return between this cash income and farm­
ers' costs of production. For one thing, needless production costs 
amounting to millions of dollars have been saved farmers as a result 
of research work on the use of minerals in the feeding of farm animals. 
This, incidentally, is an example of the constantly changing problems 
of agriculture and of the need for continuous research. Information 
accumulated over a number of years shows that the use of mineral 
supplements is justified only under certain restricted conditions and 
that in these cases the minerals required are few and cheap. 
As a result of poultry research not only at this Experiment Station 
but also at others, it has been possible to combine information and to 
make recommendations as to the feeding and management of breeding 
flocks that in many cases will reduce hatching losses by 5 to 10 percent. 
On the assumption that about 800 million eggs are set each year in this 
country, a 5-percent saving in hatching losses, if universally applied, 
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would mean a saving of about 30 million chicks and a corresponding 
reduction in the cost of hatching. 
About one year out of every six is a soft-corn· year. The result­
ing loss and waste may increase not only the farmer's cost of pro­
ducing corn but also his cost 9f livestock production by making it 
necessary for him to purchase substitute feed. Research work by the 
Illinois and Iowa Experiment Stations established the fact that the 
dry matter in well-preserved soft corn has fully as high a nutritive 
value, pound for pound, as the dry matter in sound, mature corn. It 
was further established-that the conversion of soft corn into ear-corn 
silage is an effective method of preserving such corn for cattle feeding 
and that it will produce as high-quality beef as will sound corn. 
An interesting development from this type of investigation is the 
increasing utilization of ear-corn silage by successful cattle feeders 
in normal years as well as in soft-corn years. Results obtained by 
many practical feeders, as well as the results of long-continued re­
search at the Experiment Station, indicate that for fattening cattle, 
corn harvested as ear-corn silage may produce more beef an acre than 
corn harvested in the normal way, and there are some savings in 
labor over the ordinary methods of harvesting and feeding. 
This method of storing corn also makes possible the utilization 
of the stover in the mos~ effective manner for wintering dry cows 
and stocker cattle. After the ears are siloed as ear-corn silage, the re­
maining stover has been used effectively as th~ basis for winter main­
tenance rations. 
Widespread Benefits From Milk Marketing Research 
Illinois farmers were selling more than 75 million dollars' worth 
of whole milk, butter, and ice cream in 1929, according to the last 
Census; and an increasing amount of research work has been done 
by the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Illinois 
toward reducing the costs of producing and marketing these products. 
For one thing, the study of cost fa<:tors in the marketing of milk 
in Illinois has been of enormous value to milk marketing agencies. 
Results of this study have been reported in Bulletin 318, "Costs and 
Margins and Other Related Factors in the Distribution of Fluid Milk 
in Four Illinois Market Areas." The information contained in the 
publication has been of assistance in settling controversies between 
milk producers and milk distributing organizations of some of the large 
milk markets of the United States. 
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Proof That Cows Vary Hastened Cost Cutting 
As far back as 1902 investigations of the Experiment Station were 
paving the way for notable reductions in the cost of producing milk. 
This Station was the first in the country to point out the great varia­
tion in the milk-producing efficiency of individual cows and hence the 
possibilities for reducing costs of production by culling out the less 
efficient cows. It was this research that led to the beginning of dairy 
herd improvement association work, which has had so much to do with 
building up herds capable of efficient, low-cost milk production. 
Milk brings in more than 16 percent of the cash income of Illinois 
farmers, and the Experiment Station has worked out many new and 
improved feeding principles which have gone far toward cutting the 
cost of this product. It was the first to stress the great superiority of 
alfalfa hay over timothy and redtop in the feeding of dairy cows. 
There are 1,111,000 milk cows on farms in Illinois. The utilization 
of home-grown hays and grains in their feeding, as worked out and 
taught by the Experiment Station, not only has reduced costs of 
producing milk and butterfat but also has broadened the outlet for 
Illinois farm products. 
Disease Toll Reduced With Aid of Research 
One of the largest items in the dairyman's costs of production has 
been the toll taken by disease. An example is Bang's disease, which 
has drained millions of dollars annually from the returns from Illi­
nois dairy herds. If these losses could be stopped, production costs 
could be lowered just that much and the margin between farm income 
and farm expense widened accordingly . 
. The Experiment Station has been studying this problem for ~ 
number of years, and heartening progress is now being made thru a 
simple and successful plan for the blood-testing of cows and the 
sanitary management of herds. Almost 1,000 herds in 95 counties are 
enrolled under the plan. 
T_his is only one disease which has been multiplying the dairyman's 
costs of production; other diseases such as mastitis and Johne's 
disease, which have added to the diarynian's problems, have also been 
attacked in an equally effective manner. 
Vegetable Costs Cut by Means of Research 
More than 7Yz million dollars' worth of vegetables for home use 
alone are grown annually in Illinois farm gardens. The labor-saving 
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method of planting and maintaining an adequate vegetable garden for 
the farm home, based on five years of study by the Experiment 
Station, has made it possible for Illinois farmers to supply their qwn 
tables with vegetables at very little expenditure of time and money. 
This gardening system has been adopted by an increasing number of 
farmers during the past two years and has proved to be a money 
saver. 
The tomato is an important commercial vegetable crop in the state, 
more than $1,172,000 worth being grown for sale annually, according 
to the last Census. Unfortunately in the past ravages of two diseases 
have made production costs high by reducing yields. Effective means 
of controlling one of these diseases by spraying were developed by the 
Experiment Station. As a means of preventing losses from other 
diseases, resistant strains of tomatoes have been developed in plant­
breeding investigations by the Station. 
One of the big items in the cost of growing Illinois' million-dollar 
onion crop each year is hand weeding. Thru a new method of pro-: 
clueing ripe onions, devised by the Experiment Station, much of the 
tedious and expensive hand weeding involved in growing onions from 
seed has been eliminated. The new method also produces an earlier 
crop which usually brings a better price. 
Research Keeps Down Market Garden Costs 
More than 14Yz million dollars' worth of vegetables are grown 
each year for sale by market gardeners of the state. This industry 
was threatened with higher costs- of production because of the grow­
ing scarcity and high price of manure as a fertilizing agent. Fortu­
nately the Experiment Station has demonstrated by careful tests that 
other materials may be substituted for manure in the production of 
many vegetable crops, and the cost of fertilizing these crops thus 
reduced. 
Illinois is the leading state in the production of sweet corn for 
canning, the value of the crop averaging more than 1~ million dollars 
annually during the past three years. Low production costs are largely 
dependent on high acre-yields. High-yielding strains of sweet corn 
developed by the Experiment Station and made available to canners 
in the state provide a way of making substantial savings in the cost 
of this crop. Investigations on the curing of sweet corn have enabled 
sweet-corn growers to make large reductions in their seed costs by 
doubling their acre-yields of viable seed. Other experiments have 
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shown that in certain parts of the state the costs of growing sweet 
corn can be greatly reduced by the use of certain fertilizers. Canners 
in ~hose localities are using these fertilizers as a result of the Station's 
recommendations. 
Unprofitable Varieties Weeded Out by Research 
Almost 11 million dollars' worth of fruits and nuts were being 
produced annually in Illinois at the time of the last Census. The 
cost of producing and marketing these products has been reduced 
by a wide variety of investigations. In one project more than 600 
varieties of fruits now available in the trade are being compared and 
studied, with the result that many of them have been found unprofit­
able under Illinois conditions and have been eliminated from the 
Station's recommendations. If there were no investigations of this 
kind, the planting of such varieties would bring heavy losses to the 
orchardist, run up costs of production, and probably mean the offering 
of inferior products to the consumer. 
Illinois has almost SYz million apple trees, the crop from which in 
1931 had a total farm value of $4,480,000. As a result of investiga­
tions by the Experiment Station it was found that the conventional 
methods of training, in use for many years in Illinois and elsewhere, 
not only failed to develop good trees but actually introduced serious 
weaknesses, thereby adding to the orchardist's losses and running up 
his costs of production. For the first time at any experiment station, 
the Illinois Station attacked the problem of training apple trees, and 
as a result of several years of investigations has devised a logical, 
successful, and superior method of training. 
Heavy Spray Expenses Lightened by Research 
Spraying the more than 12 million fruit trees in Illinois to protect 
them against costly diseases and insects is an expensive operation 
which, under present conditions, must be reduced in order to help 
growers cut costs of production and thereby widen their margin in 
return. The only safe guide in changing spray schedules is long-con­
tinued and careful research. As a result of investigations of disease 
conditions, extending over a period of 15 years, a number of sprays 
previously recommended have been eliminated. The discarding of 
sulfur for brown rot control in the early part of the growing season, 
and the substitution of oil-bordeaux for lime sulfur as a dormant 
spray for peaches are examples of important changes. Lime sulfur 
was found to be not only more expensive than oil-bordeaux but also 
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less effective. Another example of changes in sprays is the use of 
much lower dilutions of wettable sulfur for the peach. In 1920, 16 
pounds of ·sulfur to 100 gallons of water was the common formula, 
while today 5 or 6 pounds are used with equally satisfactory results 
and at less cost to the grower. 
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF FARM PRODUCTS 
Whether improvements in the quality of farm products that have 
resulted from research have aided agriculture, industry, or the public 
most is a matter difficult to determine. To realize the progress that 
has been made in this field, those past middle age need only to be 
reminded of the improvements that have been made in the quality and 
safety of the fluid-milk supply, the higher quality of butter, · and the 
increasing availability of graded fruits, vegetables, meats, and eggs. 
Notable among the investigations contributing to the changes in the 
dairy products has been the work done at this Station in establishing 
the effectiveness of the pasteurizing process in protecting consumers 
from undulant fever, diarrhea, and bovine and avian tuberculosis. The 
work done toward the eradication of white snake root from pastures, 
thereby preventing poisonous contamination of milk and dairy prod­
ucts, has no doubt saved the lives of both cattle and people. 
Research Develops Tests for Protecting Quality 
N unierous tests that make it possible to standardize the processing 
of farm and dairy products, and thereby insure and protect their qual­
ity, have been developed as a result of investigations by the Illinois 
Station. A test devised in 1931 for determining fat in ice cream is an 
example. Thi~ test is believed to be of great value to the ice-cream 
industry, which in Illinois alone manufactured more than 16 million 
gallons in 1931. Most of the methods heretofore devised have been 
objectionable because they have depended upon the action of an acid 
or mixture of acids for the liberation of the fat, the acid reacting with 
the cane sugar to form a fluffy, charred material which rose in the neck 
of the test bottle and interfered with the reading of the fat column. 
1Le new method is fairly rapid, accurate enough for commercial use, 
and inexpensive. 
New Research May Further Improve Quality of Butter 
Almost 5 million pounds of butter was sold from Illinois farms at 
the time of the last Census. Furthermore Illinois is one of the ten 
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leading states in the manufacture of creamery butter, having produced 
a total of more than 67 million pounds in 1931. Here is a product 
worth millions of dollars to farmers of the state and of prime impor­
tance to consumers. The quality of this product has been vastly im­
proved in past years, with benefit both to producers and consumers, 
by research which the Station has done on improved and more sanitary 
methods of feeding dairy cattle, control of herd diseases, cleansing of 
dairy utensils, and more up-to-date marketing methods. Still further 
improvement in the quality of Illinois butter is expected to follow 
studies now in progress, thru which a method may be developed for 
predicting the storage qualities of butter. Such information would be 
of great economic importance to the butter industry. 
Methods Worked Out to Protect Apple Quality 
Apples are one of the leading fruit crops of Illinois. In 1931 the 
state's total crop amounted to 8,961,000 bushels and had a total farm 
value of $4,480,000. Recent investigations by the Experiment Station 
show the extent to which the quality of this valuable crop may be 
lowered and its market value impaired by mechanical injuries which 
the fruit may get at almost any point in the process of harvesting and 
marketing. In one test careful handling of summer apples enhanced 
the market value of the fruit SO cents a bushel, which is at the rate of 
$264 a carload-a finding in which Illinois fruit growers are deeply 
interested. Out of these investigations have come specific recommen­
dations for handling apples to avoid injury before shipment. 
Even more far-reaching benefits in the way of improved quality and 
higher prices for growers have come out of investigations concerning 
the marketing of the Calhoun county apple crop. This county, without 
a railroad within its borders, normally produces about a third of the 
commercial apple crop of the state. Growers were confronted with 
peculiar problems in marketing a quality product because of the un­
usual transportation conditions and the relative isolation of the region. 
Careful study resulted in a number of recommendations for im­
proved methods of handling the crop, including the adoption of stand­
ardized grading, the use of shipping-point inspection, the erection of 
packing sheds, prompt shipment after picking, and wider and more 
direct distribution. Since the completion of this study, marked im­
provements have been made in the handling of Calhoun county apples 
and a start thus made toward higher quality fruit and resulting benefits 
to the growers. Facts brought out by this study have served also as a 
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guide to other apple-producing regions of the state, with the result that 
Illinois' fruit industry is in a position to get a wider margin of return 
and the general public is assured of higher quality fruit. 
Research Is Constantly Improving Crop Quality 
During a period of one hundred years crop production in Illinois 
advanced to the point where the farm value of principal crops was 
averaging almost 400 million dollars annually ( 1929 and 1930). No 
record of this advance would be complete without prominent acknowl­
edgment of the part that research has played in the development of 
superior and higher quality varieties of crops. Furthermore one hope 
of the future is that thru research still further improved varieties may 
be developed. 
For instance, Turkey Red, once considered the standard wheat for 
central Illinois, is now surpassed ·by 21 varieties, some of which are 
improved selections from the original Turkey Red. Soybeans are be­
ing hailed as a "new" crop whose value has already exceeded expecta­
tions. The highest quality variety of soybean for the all-important 
commercial uses is the Illini, developed thru investigations by the Ex­
periment Station. Research work by the Experiment Station has made 
Illinois a leader in corn breeding work in which higher quality has been 
a prime consideration. Improved methods of caring for seed, the first 
consideration in the production of higher quality crops, have been 
worked out in other branches of the Station's research work. 
Meat Quality Safeguarded by Many Lines of Research 
Hogs bring in more than 27 percent of the cash income of Illinois 
farmers, which means approximately $150,000,000 annually under the 
more normal prices prevailing a few years ago. Quality of pork and 
pork products from Illinois farms has been raised as a result of re­
search work which the Experiment Station has done in improving 
swine types, developing safer and more improved methods of feeding, 
and controlling diseases. 
With the rapid increase in acreage of soybeans in Illinois, there 
was a growing tendency to substitute soybeans for other protein con­
centrates in fattening rations. Work at the Illinois Station, as well as 
at some other stations, showed that when enough soybeans are added 
to the ration to furnish the required amount of protein, the pork pro­
duced is soft and undesirable, in fact, as undesirable as the well-known 
soft pork from peanut- and mast-fed hogs, which meets discrimination 
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on the central markets amounting, in some cases, to as much as 25 
percent of the wholesale price. Since it is impossible to detect softness 
in the live hog, the packer assumes that all southern hogs are soft and 
discounts their price accordingly. If Illinois hogs, which constitute 
the source for approximately one-fourth of Illinois farm income, had 
acquired an unfavorable reputation similar to that of the southern 
peanut- and mast-fed hog, it would have meant a catastrophe for 
Illinois agriculture. 
Quite different results have been obtained with soybean oil meal, 
the residue from the manufacture of soybean oil. It has been demon­
strated that the oil meal does not produce soft pork, and can be used 
safely and economically for balancing hog rations. 
Floricultural Industry Benefits From Research 
The College of Agriculture, University of Illinois was the first in 
this country to see the need and provide for research in floricultural 
problems. There are in Illinois about 1,000 establishments where 
flowers are grown under glass for commercial purposes, and according 
to the 1929 Census the receipts from the sales of flowers and flower­
ing plants amounted to more than 10 million dollars annually. 
Hundreds of these growers annmi.lly are receiving help on their prob­
lems from the Experiment Station. Contributions have been made in 
the production and testing of new varieties, in the establishment of 
practical and economical methods of forcing greenhouse crops, and 
in the development of methods of control for diseases and insects. 
ADJUSTING PRODUCTION TO DEMAND 
Conditions which bring farm prosperity or depressio~ are sensitive 
to world conditions. Since the World War practically every foreign 
country has attempted to stimulate its agricultural production so that 
it will be less dependent upon imported food and feedstuffs. This has 
retarded export demand for farm products produced in the United 
States, thus forcing farmers to think more and more in terms of 
domestic demand. 
If farm production is to be adjusted to domestic demand some of 
the questions that need to be answered thru research or otherwise are: 
1. How dependable are available estimates of farm production on. the one 
hand and, on the other, forecasts as to demand for farm products? 
2. Assuming reasonably accurate forecasts, how are these forecasts to be 
made available to farmers, and will enough farmers act upon them to affect 
production measurably? 
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3. How shall the initiation and promotion of such a program be effectively 
interpreted in terms of adjustments on the individual farm? 
4. What are the trends with respect to changing food habits of the Ameri­
can people, and how are these likely to affect the demands for various food 
materials? 
No attempt will be made here to answer these questions ; the pur­
pose in raising them is to indicate a few representative aspects of the 
adjustment problem that are urgently calling for the attention of 
agricult~ral economists. Some progress already made in adjusting pro­
duction to demand will be reviewed. 
Marked Adjustments Already Made as Result of Research 
Considerable progress has been made and is being made in. the ad­
justment of farm practice to meet new conditions. For example, guided 
by research work of the Experiment Station, farmers of Illinois have 
reduced their corn acreage about one-eighth, or 12Vz percent, in the 
past 34 years. They have reduced their wheat acreage 62 percent since 
the World War and 15 percent in the past 34 years. These are signifi­
cant data in the light of a common, careless statement that farmers 
go on blindly producing where there is no demand and are indifferent 
to the teachings of the Experiment Station and the College of Agri­
culture. 
Our difficulties with reference to agricultural production have been 
increased by the introduction and wider use of labor-eliminating farm 
machinery. Such machinery has made it practicable to bring under 
cultivation extensive areas of cheap lands where, with mass production, 
staple crops can be grown at a cost with which Illinois farmers find 
it difficult to compete. That Illinois farmers are adjusting to this 
situation is shown by the fact that some of the most important farm 
crops now grown in Illinois were new and relatively untried 25 years 
ago. Good examples of such crops are alfalfa, sweet clover, and soy­
beans. Land released from corn and wheat is being used for these 
newer crops. Even so, the introduction of these crops and their suc­
cess would have been retarded had it not been for investigations by the 
Experiment Station that established superior varieties and successful 
cultural methods. 
Within the past decade the increase in dairy cattle and the de­
crease in work animals has caused a decrease of 50 percent in the 
acreage of grass hays and a doubling of the acreage of legumes. That 
. this and other striking adjustments in agricultural production have 
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taken place as orderly and as steadily as they have is a credit to the 
research efforts of the Experiment Station. 
Research Establishes New and Better Crops 
Various new crops are being introduced or are being tested for new 
uses. When the inability of farmers to buy limestone for sweetening 
acid soils created the recent increased demand for acid-tolerant 
legumes, the Experiment Station was prepared with recommendations 
as a result of eleven years' research on the adaptation of various 
species of lespedeza. Three years' work with pyrethrum, an imported 
crop from Persia used extensively in this country as an insect powder, 
shows encouraging results both as to quantity and quality of product. 
Eleven million pounds are imported annually at a cost of $2,500,000, 
which is greater than that of any other unprocessed, imported agri­
cultural product. 
Changes in packer and consumer demand with respect to the type 
and quality of beef and pork were met, if not anticipated, by the Ex­
periment Station in research work dealing with type of animal and 
method of feeding. 
Processors of soybeans demanded a bean of high oil content, but 
the need of the growers was for a variety which not only would yield 
a high percentage of oil but which also would be high yielding, early 
maturing, and erect. The Experiment Station met both demands thru 
research work which developed the Illini soybean, now the most ex­
tensively grown seed bean in central and north-central Illinois. Even 
in 1930, three years after its introduction, half the growers in 24 cen­
tral Illinois counties were growing this variety. 
New and improved fruit and vegetable varieties which more nearly 
meet the demands of consumers have been and are being developed for 
t4e fruit and vegetable industries of the state. In the last Census the 
products of these industries were valued at almost 23 million dollars. 
Livestock Adjustments Are Impossible Without Facts 
Differences in the demand for and in prices of hogs on different 
markets available to Illinois farmers have been revealed as a result of 
market research work. Price-analysis studies have given farmers a 
long-time background and a sound outlook upon which to base their 
production adjustments, and research work in farm costs and earnings 
has stimulated and guided farmers in changing their production to 
meet demands better. 
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Research Sets Background for Adjustment Programs 
All of this research has furnished a necessary and valuable back­
ground for extended work on the balancing of production which the 
College of Agriculture launched several years ago thruout the state in 
the form of the Agricultural Adjustment Project, one phase of :which 
is the preparation each year of the Illinois Agricultural Outlook. 
Striking evidence that colleges of agriculture have not been un­
mindful of the need for adjusting production to demand is the fact that 
these institutions have aided in making available to farmers this agri­
cultural outlook material, and thru investigation and research have 
made marked improvement in the usefulness and reliability of such 
material. The efforts of the Agricultural Experiment Station in this 
field involve historical and statistical as well as current data. The Col­
lege of Agriculture, University of Illinois, has recently published its 
seventh annual "Outlook" for Illinois agriculture. 
Research Guides Individual Farmer in Adjustment Plans 
Illinois' 215,000 farmers are faced constantly with the problem of 
adjusting their operations to conditions existing on their own farms as 
well as to the demand for certain products; and it is here that research 
work in farm organization and management has demonstrated its value. 
The 5,000 to 8,000 farm account books requested annually by farmers 
are one evidence of the value of the system of farm accounting de­
veloped originally by the Station in 1915. More important still is the 
fact that during the past three years over 2,000 farm records have been 
sent each year by farmers to the Experiment Station for analysis. 
Study of these records has shown the separate and collective influence 
of a large number of farm practices on cost of production and income. 
Records obtained from farms thruout the state show that earnings on 
farms of the same soil type vary widely. The net income is commonly 
from $1 ,000 to $2,000 higher on some farms of average size than on 
others of the same size in the same community, located on the same type 
of soil, having access to the same markets, and operated under the same 
natural advantages. These differences, existing even under the present 
low prices, are the result of the way in which the farms are organized 
and operated. · Many farms on which changes have been made as a 
result of these studies now provide examples of the benefits to be 
derived from putting improved practices into effect. 
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EXPANDING THE OUTLET AND DEMAND FOR 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 
As will be shown, the Experiment Station has contributed both 
directly and indirectly to expanding the outlet and the demand for farm 
products. 
Anything that lowers the production costs of an article indirectly 
increases the demand for it and broadens its outlet. The demand for 
apples, for instance, will be slight and the outlet for them small if the 
cost of producing them is so high that the price which must be asked 
for them is prohibitive to the consumer. Similarly, anything which 
improves the quality of a product increases the demand and broadens 
the outlet for it, other things being equal. The demand for butter will 
be lessened and the outlet for it will be restricted if the quality of it is 
such that it is unpalatable to the consumer. 
Indirectly, then, the many research accomplishments of the Experi­
ment Station that have cheapened costs of production and improved 
quality_have increased the demand and broadened the outlet for agri­
cultural products. A number of typical cases have been cited in which 
research work of the Experiment Station has reduced costs of produc­
tion and improved quality. · Added benefits can now be found in these 
several examples if they are reviewed from the standpoint of increased 
demand and broadened outlet. 
Research Needed to Give Farms Industrial Outlets 
When it became clear that, temporarily at least, the farmers of the 
United States would have to depend upon the domestic demand as their 
market, the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station attempted to 
focus attention upon the need for launching a comprehensive program 
of research that would develop greater industrial uses for farm pro­
ducts. The Station was only partially successful. A small fund was 
provided, only a portion of which was made available for this purpose. 
With such funds as have been available, gratifying progress has been 
made; but lack of funds has prevented the promotion of as vigorous 
research as the importance of the problem warrants. If and when the 
Experiment Station is provided with the means for pursuing this 
type of research more aggressively, it will do so from the standpoint 
of expanding the market for farm products. 
A specific example of the work that has been done is that on the 
use of soybean oil in paints. Approximately 36 million pounds of 
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soybean oil was produced from the 1930 domestic crop. Altho the 
oil has a wide range of possibilities for utilization, the more desirable 
outlets have been somewhat restricted. One of these outlets may be 
broadened as a result of experiments in which approximately SO differ­
ent kinds of paints, differing in amounts and kinds of soybean oil and 
driers, are being tested. Approximately 200 paint panels are under ex­
posure tests. Some of the panels have been in the open for 18 months. 
Special attention is being given to amounts and kinds of driers and to 
different amounts of oils in combinations that can be used satisfac­
torily. The reaction of the paint to various kinds of wood is also under 
investigation. 
Corn Outlets Broadened by Corn Sugar Research 
Outlets for corn, the principal crop of Illinois, have been broadened 
as a result of research work in which the Experiment Station devised 
a successful method oi sweetening condensed milk with corn sugar. 
Different investigators have been trying for years to perfect such a 
method. The method which the Illinois Station has developed opens 
a possible new outlet for more than 307,000 bushels of corn, or an 
average Illinois crop from about 9,000 acres. Universal use of the 
method by condensed milk manufacturers of the state would increase 
the consumption of corn sugar in Illinois alone by about 8 million 
pounds. Successful methods of using corn sugar in the manufacture 
of ice cream, of which Illinois produced more than 16 million gallons 
in 1931, also have been worked out in research work by the Experi­
ment Station. 
Development of a new product, "honey cream," has broadened the 
outlet for both cream and honey and added another product to the 
75 million dollars' worth of butter, cream, and whole milk which 
Illinois farmers sold in 1929. 
Research Lifts Restriction Once Placed on Heifer Beef 
More than 11 percent of the millions of dollars of cash income of 
Illinois farme!"s comes from cattle and calves, but the beef-cattle 
market always has discriminated more or less against heifer beef. By 
demonstrating that heifers weighing up to 700 pounds produce better 
beef than steers, the Experiment Station has done much to remove this 
price discriminatiqn and has pointed out to the farmer how to dis­
pose of his surplus heifers more advantageously. 
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RESEARCH OF BENEFIT TO THE FARM HOME 
Because emphasis has been placed on th~ agricultural side of the 
Experiment Station's work, the impression should not be gathered that 
matters more intimately concerned with the farm home have been 
neglected. No matter what the income of farmers, agriculture will 
never develop and maintain a happy, contented farm population and 
commerce will not get the full benefit of the farm buying power until 
farm folks make the best use possible of the modern facilities that are 
available for the farm and farm home. Only about 20 percent of the 
Illinois fann homes have running water, only 11 percent have bath­
room facilities, and only 16 percent have electric lie;hts. · 
Water-Systems Study Adds to Home Comfort 
Investigations made. by the Experiment Station have ascertained 
how various types of water systems may be adapted to different con­
ditions. As a result of the information yielded by other investigations 
farmers can now construct septic tanks that are adequate and safe. 
The cost of operating different electrical equipment has been studied, 
as has also the development of new applications for this type of energy 
in order that its use can be profitably extended to the thousands of 
farms not now provided with this service. 
Home Accounts Are Supplying Timely Help 
Studies by the Experiment Station in home accounts, foods, and 
nutrition are contributing their full share toward the development of 
a more satisfying home life. As one homemaker said a short time ago 
about one phase of this work, "Our home-account keeping not only 
has helped us, but has saved us." During 1932 more than 1,800 home 
account books were kept by homemakers in Illinois. Of this number 
600 have been used in organized home-account groups. 
Foods and Nutrition Research Contribute to Well-Being 
In the laboratories of the Department of Home Economics studies 
of the vitamin content of the cereal grains and their milling products 
have given valuable information concerning the extent to which these 
gr~ins may safely be used in human dietaries. 
Lactose, the sugar present in milk, has been found to ·be of value in 
producing well-calCified bones in the growing animal. The effect of 
various foods in stimulating the flow of milk has been determined. 
Both these studies have an important bearing on the diet of the mother 
and her nursing infant. 
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Ten years ago almost nothing was known about the baking char­
acteristics of flours made from the soft wheats grown and milled in 
such abundance in parts of Illinois. · Studies by the Expe·riment Station 
have shown how these flours are adapted to uses for which they have 
not commonly been chosen-the home making of bread, for example. 
The investigations are still yielding information about flour behavior 
which is of special interest to growers and millers of wheat as well as 
to users. 
Soybeans, soybean oil, and soybean flour as human food have pos­
sibilities almost unexplored in the United States. Ways of making 
these little-known products palatable are being worked on by investi­
gators in the Experiment Station. 
Intrinsic Worth of Research Brought Out in Relief Work 
That long-continued research pays and that the public never knows 
when the results of such research will be sorely needed is nowhere 
better proved than in the present emergency requiring the proper feed­
ing of thousands of families at a minimum cost. Miliions of dollars 
in public funds are now .being spent for relief work, and thousands of 
other families not on the relief rolls are faced with the necessity of 
making every cent sperit for food count. Meeting such an emergency 
would be impossible were it not for the fact that the guiding principles 
of safe and adequate nutrition had been worked out in home eco­
nomics research work at the Experiment Station of the College of 
Agriculture, University of Illinois, and at other similar institutions. 
Furthermore the fact that this information is readily available will be 
of great value in the prevention of. dietary diseases as well as in help­
ing to maintain normal health and growth in the families of those who 
are on greatly reduced incomes. 
PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS. DO NOT END ALL PROBLEMS 
In spite of all that has been accomplished in the past, not all the 
problems of the farmer and homemaker are solveq, nor are they ever 
likely to be. There is not a · crop nor a type of ·livestock in the state 
that is not in constant danger from some new disease that may add to 
the farmer's losses, run up food costs, and make itself a burden and 
a menace to all. 
A new swine disease, erysipelas, has appeared again this spring as 
a threat to the 25 million dollars' worth of hogs on farms of the state. 
A relatively new disease, bacterial blight, or wilt, threatens new losses 
to the corn crop. The state is suffering this year the worst epidemic 
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of peach leaf curl that has ever threatened the 58,000 home and com­
mercial peach orchards in the state, yet here is a disease which is so 
baffling that horticulturists have not yet been able to discover how 
it gets into the peach buds, where it does its damage. 
Agriculture Constantly Faced With New Problems 
There is never an emergency, be it a storm, a financial crisis, or 
a new insect or disease plague, that farmers are not faced with some 
new problem. Research work . not only must meet these problems 
for farmers-it must anticipate them. During the years preceding 
the depression, for instance, Illinois farmers turned from horsepower 
to mechanical power to the extent that a total of 70,000 tractors were 
being used in the state in 1929, while the number of horses had de­
clined to a total of 820,850 in 1930, a drop from 1,452,887 in 1910. 
Then came the years of the depression and the necessity for reducing 
cash costs to the minimum and economizing wherever possible. Un­
fortunately what horses were left on farms of the state were old, bot­
ridden and rundown, making them inefficient and unreliable sources 
of power. Investigations by the Experiment Station developed safe 
and sure methods . whereby these horses could be rid of bots, worms, 
and other parasites and returned to useful service as a source of cheap, 
reliable power. The work was extended thruout the state, with the 
result that during the winter of 1931-32 204 veterinarians treated 
137,109 horses belonging to 20,851 owners in 66 counties. 
As Dean Emeritus Eugene Davenport recently so well stated, "The 
problems of agriculture are constantly changing both in character and 
in complexity and never more so than in times of stress like the 
present. Because that is so, experiments covering problems of yester­
day are not directly applicable to the problems of today and much less 
to those of tomorrow. If they are applicable at all, it is with modi­
fications and qualifications that must be the result of continuing ex­
periments. What the farmer wants now is the most reliable infor­
mation possible to guide him in his readjustments." 
Training of Future Citizens Depends Upon Sound Research 
Finally, what is perhaps the most urgent and compelling reason for 
supporting the research work of the University of Illinois with ade­
quate funds is the education of 2,657,000 Illinois boys and girls of 
college age or younger. If these young men and women are to be 
taught the facts that will fit them for their d!lties as citizens, those 
facts must first be worked out in research. 
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When John Milton Gregory, sixty-five years ago, was inaugurated 
as the first president of the old Illinois Industrial University-now the 
University of Illinois-he said, "It is but just to agriculture itself and 
to the industrial arts that their students should be aided by all that 
refines or strengthens the mind and that their educated representatives 
should be the peers of the most soundly cultured men in the scope and 
value of their learning. We have an ambition," Dr. Gregory continued, 
"to send forth to the great industries of the world, not men who are 
puffed up by some little smatterings of science, but clear-headed, 
broad-breasted scholars, men of fully developed minds-fit leaders 
of those great productive arts by which the world's civilization is fed 
and furnished." 
Shortsighted Economy May Mean Irreparable Losses 
That a reduction in the expenditures of public funds is necessary 
in order to relieve as much as ·possible the present burden of taxation 
is recognized. It is obvious that educational and experimental work 
must share in this reduction, and they have so shared. In presenting 
to the public the facts set forth in this circ;ular an attempt has been 
made to show what agricultural research and investigations mean to 
the state, and why, therefore, funds for such purposes should not be 
reduced disproportionately with funds for other purposes. 
In any program of economy the losses that are bound to result when 
certain types of investigational work are curtailed or discontinued must 
be thoroly considered if costly and false economies are to be avoided. 
Research work on an inert chemical may be set aside and taken up 
again at a more opportune time without serious results except in the 
matter of time. Some types of work on plant production may be set 
aside for a short time, say a season, or at most two seasons, by careful 
preservation of seeds; but work with animals cannot be set aside, nor 
can certain types of investigations in which continuity of records is a 
vital factor. ' When work with animals is discontinued it cannot be 
resumed where it was left off, but must be started again from the be­
ginning, including the establishment of stocks. 
Genetic studies on the· inheritance of resistance to disease in animals 
offer rich opportunity for the development of aids for the control of 
disease thru breeding. Work along this line at the Illinois Station has 
already yielded results that help to explain certain fundamental prob­
lems of disease resistance. If these investigations were to be aban­
doned at this time, many years of valuable work would be sacrificed. 
If they were to be abandoned even for one season, many years of 
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further work would be necessary . to regain what would have been lost. 
The collection of the present stocks of resistant animals from many 
different sections of the United States, as well as from three foreign 
countries, has required much time and considerable expense. The loss 
of such material would be a serious blow to this type of work, which 
is just getting established in this and o~her countries. It may· be said 
truthfully that this Station holds a leading -position . in this field by 
reason of priority of work and significance of results obtained. True 
economy will dictate that every effort be made to preserve the con­
tinuity of this and similar types bf experimental work. 
Even more .serious than the interruption of some types of investi­
gation is the fact that withdrawal of adequate financial support for the 
research work of the Agricultural Experiment Station would mean dis­
banding in:·part or entirely a · staff of trained and efficient workers 
which has been in the process of developm~nt and improvement since 
the University was started 65 years ago. The disrupti9n and scattering 
of this staff _would be an irreparable loss in time and talent. 
In this statement only some of the most obvious benefits and returns 
from the work of the· Agricultural Experiment Station have been 
touched upon. No attempt has be~n -~ade to make the story complete. 
Some important lines of'work have not been mentio'ned,; but it is hoped 
that enough has been said to give a true representation of the need for 
and the value of research in the field of agriculture. 
Only if such research is continued uni·mpaired can the C allege of 
Agriculture, University of Illinois, thru the Experiment Station, dis­
charge its obligations to the state. 'That obligation includes not only 
the training of young men and ·women to be capable citizens-it in­
cludes also the restoring and maint~ining of a greater measure of pros­
perity and well-being for those who live on the land, a prosperity and 
well-being which in turn is bound to be_reflected into all ·walks of ,life. 
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